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Abstract
This paper shows, how objective complexity and familiarity impact the subjective complexity and the time to make an action
decision during the takeover task in a highly automated driving scenario. In the next generation of highly automated driving
the driver remains as fallback and has to take over the driving task whenever the system reaches a limit. It is thus highly
important to develop an assistance system that supports the individual driver based on information about the drivers’ current
cognitive state. The impact of familiarity and complexity (objective and subjective) on the time to make an action decision
during a takeover is investigated. To produce replicable driving scenarios and manipulate the independent variables situation
familiarity and objective complexity, a driving simulator is used. Results show that the familiarity with a traffic situation
as well as the objective complexity of the environment significantly influence the subjective complexity and the time to
make an action decision. Furthermore, it is shown that the subjective complexity is a mediator variable between objective
complexity/familiarity and the time to make an action decision. Complexity and familiarity are thus important parameters
that have to be considered in the development of highly automated driving systems. Based on the presented mediation effect,
the opportunity of gathering the drivers’ subjective complexity and adapting cognitive assistance systems accordingly is
opened up. The results of this study provide a solid basis that enables an individualization of the takeover by implementing
useful cognitive modeling to individualize cognitive assistance systems for highly automated driving.

Keywords Highly automated driving · Takeover request · Complexity · Situation awareness · Familiarity ·
Cognitive assistance

1 Introduction

Although highly automated driving is developing fast, in the
next two generations of driving automation, the driver will
remain as fallback if the automation reaches its limit [15,
23]. Hence, it becomes highly important to keep the human
operator informed and able to interact with the system
effectively and safely [6]. The importance of generating
intelligent assistance systems thus rises.
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Recent studies present first approaches towards systems
that assist drivers based on the current situation. [29], for
example, propose an adaptive system that supports by pre-
senting the approach information of other vehicles through
peripheral vision with color information. Furthermore, col-
lisions at intersections can be avoided and the driver’s
reaction time can be reduced by informing drivers about
the existence of oncoming vehicles using right-turn timing
assistance [30]. However, an important aspect that needs
to be considered when designing driver assistance systems
is the real-time assessment of the state of the driver [1].
[26] show that a crossing-assistance system for visually dis-
abled persons at signalized intersections enables the visually
disabled to cross safely at signalized intersections under
actual road conditions. Such adaptive driving assistance is
extremely critical for safe driving environment.

With the next level of automation (Level 3, conditional
automation; [23]), the driver is allowed to turn away from
the driving task during the automated drive. Still, the driver
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remains as fallback and has to intervene as soon as the
vehicle triggers a takeover request. As drivers become
passive, cognitive engagement is reduced. [6] identifies
this passiveness as one of three main factors that create
a loss of situation awareness. Further factors are a poor
design of system interfaces and the challenges of lowered
vigilance in monitoring automated systems [6]. To take over
driving readily with concentration, [12] propose a human-
machine interaction system to induce a smooth and safe
transition to manual driving from Level 3 automated driving
with using voice guidance, alarm sound and interior lights.
However, to really provide safety during the takeover in
highly automated driving, cognitive assistance systems have
to be adapted to the individual driver. Those assistance
systems should be able to incorporate mental calculations,
communication, assessment of relevant information and
scanning for traffic [8]. By cooperating with the driver and
assuring the mutual understanding between human-agents
and machine-agents, conflicts can be reduced or avoided [2].
Hence, it becomes crucial to understand the current drivers
state of situation awareness.

According to [7], situation awareness is divided into
three levels. The first level is the perception of elements
in the current situation. In driving, the visual perception is
the most important human sense, including elements like
receptors, sensory-memory perception, processes of feature
integration and cognitive processes [20]. In driving, the
perception level thus constitutes a main part regarding the
takeover. Based on the perception, the comprehension of the
current situation is formed [7]. In this paper, the two levels
are understood as the perception of vehicles in the traffic
environment and the consideration and selection of vehicles
that are relevant for the current situation. Perception and
integration of present vehicles can be identified as main
reason for a longer process of regaining situation awareness
[21]. Hence, especially concerning the underlying cognitive
processes these two levels are closely attended in this paper.
The projection of the future status is based on perception
and comprehension [7]. The three levels overlap and are
not strictly separated, but they build up on each other. As
soon as the situation awareness representation of a driver
is updated, the driver is able to make a decision about
necessary actions. The time until a driver makes an action
decision marks a crucial point. It represents the point in
time when a first situation representation is build up that
the driver bases the action decision on. As it is important
to provide high controllability over the vehicle and enable
drivers to take over safe and comfortable, the driver must
be enabled to properly build up a useful situation awareness
representation to base the decision on before executing
the action and fully taking over all aspects of the vehicle
control.

1.1 Definition of Relevant Constructs

Several approaches to define situation complexity exist
(e.g. [3, 5, 10, 19, 21, 25]). These differ strongly in
their concept of situation complexity. Types of situations
can be distinguished in various ways based on objective
characteristics like the traffic situation, a type of traffic
environment or a weather condition ( [24]; objective
complexity). Based on [19], the objective complexity can
vary with road geometry (rectilinear vs. curvilinear), the
roadside environments (quantity and variability of traffic
signs, variability of scenery) and traffic density (low vs.
high). [5] showed that less complex scenarios result in
shorter takeover times and a higher takeover quality. In
their study, the complexity of situations differ in their
demand of the necessary reaction (e.g. a lane change,
avoiding obstacles) but do not indicate other aspects
that add to situation complexity. The role that objective
characteristics play in driving is thus very important.
Especially concerning the update of situation awareness,
objective characteristics have to be considered during the
takeover in highly automated driving. But similar driving
situations that differ in their type of objective complexity
can lead to differences in the perception of task complexity
and performance. [10] found, that people with a higher
expertise perceive the same task less variable and more
analyzable, than novices and perform better on the task.
Hence, objective characteristics can be perceived differently
by individual drivers that are taking over the driving task.
Each individual driver has a subjective perception of the
situation and its complexity (subjective complexity) that
additionally influences the process of building up situation
awareness. The subjective complexity is dependent on the
observer (here the driver) and thus variable. Due to [25]
subjective complexity can be understood as a result of
a particular perception of a situation or resulting from a
distinction between expectation and situation development.
[21] found that the regaining of situation awareness during
a takeover depends to a large extent on the subjective
complexity of current traffic situation. Participants rated the
overall complexity of a takeover situation. The study shows
that situations with a higher complexity feature a higher
mean takeover time [21]. This is an important finding,
but lacks in defining which aspects add up to subjective
complexity. In order to differentiate the complexity of
decision situations for the takeover in highly automated
driving, the current paper divides objective and subjective
complexity. However, focusing on situation awareness,
objective complexity characteristics like weather condition
or road geometry play an indirect role. The aspect traffic
density in contrast is highly important when building up
situation awareness. Altogether, the representation of the
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takeover request (TOR), the objective traffic situation and
the current state of the driver play a main role. Based on the
above described differentiations, subjective and objective
complexity are defined in the context of highly automated
driving in the following.

1.1.1 Objective Complexity

Similar to [17], objective complexity of a decision situation
is in this paper defined as the amount of relevant objects
in a certain situation. These objects are located within a
predefined area in relation to the ego vehicle. In addition, the
in-vehicle environment can add to the objective complexity,
including car multimedia, HMI (human-machine interface)
and non-driving related tasks (NDRT). In this study
the latter are held constant and are thus not further
regarded in terms of objective complexity. All objects
can vary in their amount, attention stimulation (e.g. size,
color) and relevance in the current situation. Here, the
complexity of the traffic environment is reduced to the
amount of relevant vehicles. For the investigation of the
impact of the traffic environment during a takeover, the
amount of relevant vehicles is varied. Hence, the influence
of the in-vehicle environment is held constant and not
investigated.

1.1.2 Subjective Complexity

The subjective complexity of a decision situation in this
study is defined as the individual perception of complexity
in a certain traffic situation. It is dependent on driving
experience and situation complexity [10, 19]. This includes
the amount of environmental cues (here vehicles in the
traffic environment) and of objects that are perceived and
selected as relevant to draw the attention to. In addition,
the current cognitive state (state of situation awareness,
occupation etc.) of the driver influences the subjectively
perceived complexity. [10] showed, that the perception
of a driving task complexity varies with the amount of
expertise a driver has. Here, the impact of the NDRT is
also not regarded as it is held constant. Thus, the influence
it may have on an individuals perception of subjective
complexity is equal over all trials. Here, we do not refer
to expertise, but rather the familiarity (automatism vs.
conscious thought) with the situation and the current task
as relevant factors. The subjective complexity is task- and
resource-dependent and describes an individuals’ subjective
perception of complexity in a certain traffic situation. It
is not measurable as easy as the objective complexity.
Workload questionnaires, eye movement patterns and
physiological measurements pose an option to quantify
subjective complexity.

1.1.3 Familiarity with a Situation

As mentioned above, the familiarity with a situation plays
an important role during the takeover in highly automated
driving. A lack of familiarity is assumed to increase the
subjective complexity. Experts and novices pay attention to
different aspects of a task that affects the perception of task
complexity and the performance on the task. Depending
on the match between a drivers expertise and the demands
of the task, experts may show superior performance than
novices [10]. Expertise can be referred to different parts
of driving and is understood here as a more general
description of a driver. In contrast to familiarity, expertise
includes more factors of the whole driving task over all
situations. Especially, when addressing different traffic
situations during a takeover, it is rather familiarity than
expertise that needs to be considered. A driver may be more
familiar with a certain situation than others, but may lack
this familiarity in other situations. The expertise of a driver
can thus in general be high, but regarding certain situations
there might still be a lack of familiarity. Due to this, the
term familiarity rather than expertise is used here. The
perception of a situations’ complexity is thus dependent on
the level of familiarity a driver has with a certain situation.
In this study, scenarios vary in their objective complexity
(amount of relevant vehicles in the surrounding traffic
environment) and the most efficient maneuver decision
(left, follow, right). The drivers can thus get familiar with
certain vehicle constellations and react more confidently
in certain situations. It has been shown by [14] that the
overall response time increases when driving with support
systems. However, this increase is significantly lower for
drivers who are familiar with the system [14]. Dealing
with human-machine interaction in driving, the effect of
familiarity becomes important. It is relevant to understand
in what way the familiarity influences different cognitive
mechanisms during the takeover. In this paper, the effect
of familiarity with certain driving situations is investigated.
It is to understand the impact that familiarity has on the
takeover. This includes perceptions of complexity, the time
to build a situation representation and to make an action
decision (Fig. 1).

1.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses

A deep understanding of the underlying cognitive pro-
cesses, environmental and personal factors (here objective
complexity and situation familiarity) and the individual per-
ception of these factors (subjective complexity) are needed
to build useful models for the takeover procedure. Based
on such models, cognitive states can be predicted and cog-
nitive assistance systems developed. These provide support
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Fig. 1 Hypotheses (H) that are
investigated in this study. Dotted
lines indicate mediation effects
(Source: own figure)

to the driver during a takeover in highly automated driv-
ing. Concerning the HMI, the degree of handing over the
driving task and lateral and longitudinal intervention can be
adapted based on cognitive modeling predictions. In order
to develop such cognitive assistance systems that predict
and support the driver during the takeover, it is very impor-
tant to understand the impact of familiarity and objective
complexity. In this study, their impact on the subjective
complexity and the time to make an action decision when
taking over is investigated (Fig. 1). The point in time when
an action decision is made is assumed to indicate that a situ-
ation model exists, hence the situation awareness is updated.
Based on the above discussed limits of current research, the
following research questions are addressed in this study and
hypothesized relationships examined (Fig. 1).

1. How does the familiarity with a traffic situation
influence the perceived complexity during the takeover?
And what temporal effect does familiarity with a
situation have on the action decision?

– H1.1: The perceived complexity of a situation
declines with a rise in familiarity due to repetition
of the situation.

– H1.2: Higher familiarity with a situation leads to
shorter action decision times.

– H1.3: The influence of situation familiarity on the
action decision time is mediated by the perceived
complexity of a situation.

2. Does a high objective complexity also lead to a high
perceived subjective complexity? If so, how does the
amount of relevant vehicles in the traffic environment
(objective complexity of a traffic situation) influence
the perception of a situation (subjective complexity)?

And what effect does it have on the time to make an
action decision?

– H2.1: More relevant vehicles in the traffic envi-
ronment lead to an increased subjective complexity
during a takeover.

– H2.2: In a more complex driving environment,
drivers need more time to update their situation
awareness model and thus make a later action
decision.

– H2.3: The influence of the objective complexity on
the time to make an action decision is mediated by
the subjective complexity of the situation.

2Methods

In the following section, the simulator that is used for
the study is described as well as the study design and
materials used to investigate the hypothesized effects. The
implementation of the study is approved by the ethics
committee of the TU Berlin in April 2019 and Robert Bosch
GmbH.

2.1 Simulator

The driving simulator that is used consists of six monitors,
that simulate a 360 degrees view (Fig. 2). For traffic and
scenario simulation, the driving simulation SILAB [28] is
used. To make it comparable to driving a car on the road,
the driving unit is movable and tilts in accordance to the
visual simulation. The HMI is equipped with a speedometer
and a visual display for notifications. Indicators are located
on the steering wheel. Further, the driving unit contains
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Fig. 2 Exemplary driver view of the driving simulator measured by eye tracking glasses. Representation of left mirror (top left), main view (top
right), HMI (bottom left) and mounted tablet with quiz (bottom right). Red circle indicates gaze fixation (Source: own figure)

mirrors, pedals, the handbrake and a fixed mount for tablets.
The simulator is equipped with a sound system for driving
sounds and speech output.

2.2 Study Design

The study is an experimental laboratory study as it
is conducted in a driving simulator. This means, that
participants are tested in a controlled environment rather
than real traffic. The driving simulator has the advantage to
enable the testing of several participants under exactly the
same traffic conditions. In this case this is highly important
as the impact of the surrounding traffic and familiarity
effects have to be controlled.

2.3 Scenarios

The driving simulation SILAB [28] allows a very precise
generation of the six different scenarios that have been
tested within this study (Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 3,
actions and their timing in different takeover situations have
been tested. The takeover is always triggered when the ego
vehicle is on the center lane of the highway with a speed
of 120km/h. No reason for the takeover is given in this
study to prevent unwanted side effects and it is not relevant
for what reason the takeover request is triggered. However,
the takeover request is always an uncritical one (e.g.
exit highway, construction zone ahead). The surrounding
traffic is set up for three maneuver options, each with a
relatively high or low complexity, resulting in overall six
scenarios (Fig. 3). To trigger the corresponding maneuvers,
the surrounding traffic is set up accordingly. In order to
prevent participants from preparing the maneuver, the traffic
constellation is changed as soon as the takeover request
appears. Thus, even if participants do not attend the NDRT

completely, they cannot prepare the upcoming scenario in
advance. Scenarios are set up in the following way. The
amount of relevant vehicles per scenario is referred to
as RV (relevant vehicles) in the following. Vehicles are

Fig. 3 Traffic scenarios during the takeover request when participants
have to take over the driving task. Blue squares mark relevant vehicles
in the given scenario situation, the red star marks the ego vehicle
(Source: own figure)
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rated as relevant when they are directly relevant for the
corresponding maneuver and have to be perceived for a
safe maneuver performance. The maneuvers include a lane
change to the right (RIGHT), car following (FOLLOW) and
a lane change to the left (LEFT). The lowest complexity
have the RIGHT scenarios. Cases, where a lane change
to the right is necessary are set up with no RV on the
oncoming right lane (obligation to drive on the right). In
one scenario no relevant traffic surrounds the ego vehicle
(0RV), in the other scenario a slower car in the right back
(80km/h) is relevant (1RV). In the FOLLOW scenarios the
right lane is always occupied and the vehicle in the front
drives faster (130 km/h) than the ego vehicle. In the one
of the FOLLOW scenarios only the relevant vehicle on the
right lane (80km/h) and one in the front are set up (130km/h;
2RV). In the other FOLLOW scenario, the left lane is
occupied as well (160km/h; 3RV). In the LEFT scenarios,
the right lane is occupied (80km/h) and the vehicle in the
front is obviously slower (80km/h) than the ego vehicle.
In the one scenario, only the two relevant vehicles in the
front and on the right lane are set up (2RV). In the other
scenario, the left and right lane are highly occupied (6RV;
Fig. 3). Overall three blocks are executed, in which each
scenario appears once. The sequence of the scenarios in
each block is randomized, resulting in three different blocks.
Additionally, each participant is set up at a different point of
the first block to have randomized trials and prevent learning
effects of an order.

2.4 Variables andMeasurement

Four variables are focused on in the study. The two
independent variables are the familiarity with the situation
(situation familiarity) and the objective complexity of
the traffic environment (amount of relevant vehicles;
objective traffic complexity). The subjective complexity
is a pseudo-dependent variable, as shown in (Fig. 1).
Hypothesized is that the subjective complexity is influenced
by the two independent variables that are manipulated.
In addition, subjective complexity is assumed to have an
impact on the dependent variable, the time to action
decision. Hence, it is also assumed to be a mediator
variable. Variables and measurement methods are further
described in detail.

2.4.1 Situation Familiarity

The familiarity with a situation is implemented by a
repetition of the scenarios. Participants drive through all of
the six scenarios three times. Thus they have the lowest
familiarity is in the first repetition of each scenario, and
the highest familiarity in the third repetition of each one.
As in real traffic a situation is never the same, situation

familiarity is chosen as term instead of learning. In contrast
to learning, no representation of the same facts can be
learned for traffic situations. The habituation to general
traffic situations is called situation familiarity and rises
with repeated exposure. To exclude learning effects of the
takeover and HMI representations, a learning session is
executed prior to the experiment.

2.4.2 Objective Traffic Complexity

The objective complexity of the traffic environment is in
this paper based on the amount of relevant vehicles in
relation to the ego vehicle. In the conditions it is either
high or low. In the low complexity cases only vehicles
that are relevant to trigger the corresponding maneuver are
used. In complex scenarios as much vehicles as possible in
the corresponding scenario are set up. Still, only vehicles,
that need to be attended to execute the maneuver-based
action count as relevant vehicles. Their distribution and
relevance are explained in the following. In Section 2.3, the
distribution and the set up is described. This section focuses
on the relevance of the vehicles that add up to the objective
complexity. The amount of relevant vehicles for the RIGHT-
LOW scenario is zero (0RV), as there is no vehicle that
is relevant for the current maneuver. The RIGHT-HIGH
scenario includes one relevant vehicle, located in the right
back of the ego vehicle. Thus, the mirror has to be checked
and decided whether the lane change can be executed or
not under the given condition (1RV). In the FOLLOW-
LOW scenario two vehicles are relevant for the action
decision. These are the vehicle on the right, indicating that
the right lane is occupied and the car in front, which has
a higher speed than the ego vehicle (2RV), giving no need
for overtaking. The same applies for the FOLLOW-HIGH
scenario with an additional vehicle on the right lane in
the maneuver relevant area (3RV). Only two vehicles are
relevant in the LEFT-LOW scenario. That is the vehicle on
the right, indicating that no lane change to the right can be
executed and the car in front which has a significantly lower
speed than the ego vehicle (speed difference of 40km/h).
Hence, the ego vehicle approaches the oncoming vehicle
very fast and a lane change to the left has to be executed
(2RV) in order to avoid strong braking. In the LEFT-HIGH
scenario this is the same case, except for another close
vehicle on the right lane and three vehicles on the left
lane: two of them in front of the ego vehicle and one in
the back that is overtaking. All three are driving with a
speed of 160km/h. These vehicles have to be considered
for the maneuver execution. With six relevant vehicles the
LEFT-HIGH scenario represents the one with the highest
objective complexity (6RV; Fig. 3). As different amounts
of vehicles are relevant depending on the maneuver, a
distinction between the amount of relevant vehicles is done
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rather than differentiating between high and low conditions
only. The benefit is that a more precise and interval-scaled
distinction can be drawn rather than a nominal one.

2.4.3 Subjective Complexity

The subjective complexity indicates how complex the
participants perceive the scenario. In order to assess the
subjective complexity, the rating sheet of the NASA-TLX
(NASA Task Load Index; [11]) is used. It is a multi-
dimensional rating procedure, including six subscales that
are rated on a 20-point likert scale. The NASA-TLX
was originally developed to measure workload. Although
subjective complexity is not the same as workload, the
NASA-TLX is useful to measure subjective complexity in
this study due to its items. The items that are addressed
are presumed to be indicators of subjective complexity.
The first item mental demand is indicated by “How much
mental and perceptual activity was required (eg. thinking,
deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, searching,
etc)? Was the task easy or demanding, simple or complex,
exacting or forgiving?”. Physical demand is described as:
” How much physical activity was required (e.g. pushing,
pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc.)? Was the task
easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous
restful or laborious?”. The third item temporal demand is
indicated by “How much time pressure did you feel due
to the rate or pace at which the tasks or task elements
occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and
frantic?”, performance by “How successful do you think
you were in accomplishing the goals of the task set by
the experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were you
with your performance in accomplishing these goals?”,
effort by “How hard did you have to work (mentally
and physically) to accomplish your level of performance?”
and frustration by “How insecure, discouraged, irritated,
stressed and annoyed versus secure, gratified, content,
relaxed and complacent did you feel during the task?” [11].
The weighting of the items has been criticized in the past
[9]. Therefor it is not used in this study. Based on the
evaluation it would neither be beneficial for the current
purpose. Participants answered the NASA-TLX after each
trial, resulting in overall 18 ratings for each scale of the
NASA-TLX.

2.4.4 Time to Action Decision

The subjective complexity is further assumed to have an
impact on the resulting time to make an action decision.
Participants have to indicate their action decision aloud as
soon as it is made. Hence, after every takeover, participants
indicate verbally the action decision they make at the same
moment. This method is chosen to gather the time of the

actual action decision rather then the time of the action
execution. This is due to the fact that the action execution is
dependent on the surrounding traffic and cannot always be
executed directly when the action decision is made. Hence,
by using the verbal indication, the time of the decision
to execute a maneuver is directly measured. Based on the
action decision time, the time to build up a situation model
can be deduced.

2.5 Procedure

After a short introduction, participants fill out the formal-
ities (declaration of consent, participant code for complete
anonymisation and participant information). Before starting
the actual data acquisition, participants read the instruc-
tions. To get used to the simulator dynamics and to exclude
learning effects of the takeover and the simulator functions,
participants practice the takeover before starting the experi-
ment. Finally, the questionnaire for sociodemographic data
is filled out.

In the experiment, participants start on a parking lot
and have to drive onto a three lane highway. Participants
are instructed to activate the highway pilot on the middle
lane as soon as it is available. During the automated drive,
a quiz is available on the mounted tablet at the center
console. On this, participants engage into the non-driving-
related task while the automated mode is activated. As
soon as a takeover request (TOR) is triggered (always at
a speed of 120 km/h), participants are advised to stop
answering the quiz immediately. No further action for quiz
deactivation is needed. Participants can just stop playing
and turn their attention away from the quiz. Instructions
declare to take over the driving task and to try maintain
the speed of 120km/h. The action participants decide to
execute must be verbalized clearly as soon as the decision is
made. The action decision is dependent on the surrounding
traffic and German driving law (especially the obligation to
drive on the right). The speed should be held as constantly
as possible, thus using mainly the steering wheel for the
maneuver. After the maneuver, participants are instructed to
head for the oncoming parking lot where they come to a
stop and fill out the NASA-TLX questionnaire to measure
subjective complexity of the preceding scenario. Starting
from the parking lot again, participants resume driving into
the next scenario. This is repeated 18 times, including six
scenarios in randomized order per block. This results in
three blocks, that participants drive through. Each block
has a different randomized order and each participant starts
at a different set-up point of the first block. During the
experiment, the time of the action decision is measured
with a key press. As soon, as the participant indicates the
action decision, the investigator presses the space key on the
keyboard.
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The study was conducted in April and May 2019 in a
simulator of Robert Bosch GmbH in Renningen. In a pre-
study the test design, methods and technical functionality
were tested. The final results base on N = 20 participants
that took part in the main study. Out of the 20 participants
13 are male and 7 female with a mean age of 26.2 years
(SD = 2.69). Most of the participants drive a car daily
(N = 9). The others have a driving frequency distributed
between five to six times a week and less than once a
week. The most common average driving duration per drive
is 30 minutes, ranging from 15 to 120 minutes. Highways
are used mostly (N = 7), followed by Rural Roads (N =
4) and cities (N = 2). Seven participants did not indicate
their most common road usage. All participants are regular
drivers and provide existing pre-knowledge of highway
situations, although varying in the amount of highway
usage. Overall 13 participants indicate to drive moderately.
Three participants have a defensive driving style and four
state to drive mainly sporty.

2.6 Statistical Evaluation

To test whether complexity conditions high vs. low differ
significantly from each other, the Mann-Whitney-U test
[18] is used. This is due to the fact that although visually
the data seems to be distributed normally, Shapiro-Wilk
normality [22] tests do not support the assumption of
normal distribution in all conditions. Regression analysis
is based on the regression equation y = xβ + ε (β =
slope; ε = error) and used for statistical evaluation. Tests
on non-linearity, normal distribution, homoscedasticity and
influential outliers are done using residual vs. fitted-
, normal-Q-Q-, scale-location and residuals vs. leverage
plots. Further, the relation between the variables is tested
on mediation effects. Monte Carlo Analysis [16] is used
to test whether indirect effects can be found. As mediation
analysis has the challenge to generate high coverage and
high power [27], Sobel-Test and Bootstrapping [13] are
carried out additionally.

3 Results

Results show significant (p ¡ .01) effects for all assumed
relations between situation familiarity, objective traffic
complexity, subjective complexity and the time to action
decision (Figs. 4 and 5). The two independent variables
situation familiarity and objective traffic complexity do
both influence the subjective complexity significantly. They
also have a direct influence on the time to action decision.
The time to make an action decision is additionally
significantly influenced by the subjective complexity. Fig. 5
shows high deviations throughout the data. However,

concerning subjective complexity this is not surprising
as variations in subjective perceptions are expected.
Variances in the time until an action decision is made
base mostly on different monitoring behavior and hedging
strategies. Some participants make the action decision
before starting the hedging strategies, others make sure the
maneuver is executable before taking the action decision.
These deviations will be examined more closely based
on eye-tracking measurements that have been collected
additionally, but are not part of this paper. Here, the detailed
relations between the described constructs are analyzed
closely.

3.1 The relation between Situation Familiarity and
the Subjective Complexity (H1.1)

Regression analysis between situation familiarity and the
subjective complexity show that with a rise in familiarity
with the situation, the subjective complexity is reduced
significantly (β = −0.83, p < .001; Fig. 5). Situation
familiarity explains 5% of variance (R2 = .05, t (358) =
−4.34, p < .001). As the overall impact of familiarity on
subjective complexity is highly significant, the impact of
each sub-scale on the total effect is examined. Sub-scales
should not be analyzed separately, but can give a better
understanding of how subjective complexity is influenced
by situation familiarity. Taking a closer look at the separate
characteristics of subjective complexity (Table 1), especially
the subjective perception of performance and frustration is
influenced by the familiarity with the situation. Participants
have the feeling to perform better and are less frustrated
when they are more familiar with a situation. Also mental
and temporal demand perception decreases with a rise in
familiarity as well as the subjective effort that is needed
for the maneuver. Only the physical demand (e.g. steering,
using gas- and brake pedals) is subjectively not reduced with
a rise in situation familiarity.

3.2 The relation between Situation Familiarity and
the Time to Action Decision (H1.2)

The familiarity with the situation does also directly
influence the time until participants make their action
decision. Overall, decision-times range from min= 2.57s
to max= 24.77s with a mean of M = 6.74s, a Median of
2.25s and a standard deviation of SD = 3.99. With a rise in
the familiarity with the situation due to repeated exposure
of the scenarios, participants become significantly faster in
their action decision (Table 2). This can also be shown in
a regression analysis (Fig. 5). It shows a negative slope of
β = −1.13 (p < .001) for the regression. The situation
familiarity can explain 5% of variance for the time to make
an action decision (R2 = .05, t (332) = −4.26, p < .001).
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Fig. 4 Significance and β
coefficients of the hypothesized
relations between Situation
Familiarity, Objective Traffic
Complexity, Subjective
Complexity and the Time to
make an Action Decision
(significance codes: 0 ’***’
0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’
’ 1; source: own figure)

Fig. 5 Box-Whisker Plots
display data distributions
including results of regression
analysis (red line) and
significance of the regression
results (significance codes: 0
’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’
0.1 ’ ’ 1; source: own figure)
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Table 1 Results of linear regression analysis between the situation familiarity on the separate characteristics of subjective complexity (significance
codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1; source: own table)

Subjective complexity Situation familiarity

β t(358) R2

Total -0.83 -4.34 0.05 ***

Mental Demand -0.85 -3.23, 0.03 **

Temporal Demand -0.85 -3.04, 0.02 **

Physical Demand -0.28 -1.7, 0.01 .

Performance -1.08 -3.85, 0.04 ***

Effort -0.7 -2.86, 0.02 **

Frustration -1.21 -5.41, 0.07 ***
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Table 2 Action Decision Time statistics of participants in different conditions of Situation Familiarity

Situation Familiarity Time to action decision

Min Median Mean Max SD

1 3.117s 6.176s 7.907s 24.768s 4.6

2 2.566s 4.834s 6.425s 21.51s 3.79

3 2.900s 4.567s 5.675s 21.602s 2.96

Depiction of minimum (Min), median, mean, maximum (Max) values and the standard deviation (SD; source: own table)

3.3 Subjective Complexity as Mediator between the
influence of Situation Familiarity on the Time until
an Action Decision is made (H1.3)

Further it is hypothesized, that the impact of situation
familiarity on time to action decision can be explained
by the subjective complexity. It can be shown, that the
subjective complexity has a significant influence on the
time to make an action decision (β = 0.37, R2 =
.08, t (332) = 5.46, p < .001) and is thus a possible
mediator between situation familiarity and the time to action
decision (Fig. 6).

This means, that the direct influence disappears when
adding the variable subjective complexity to the regression.
Monte-Carlo Analysis does not show a significant effect
of mediation, but as mentioned above (2.6) Sobel-Test
and Bootstrapping are additionally carried out. Both show
significant results for a mediation effect. The Sobel-Test
shows a significant effect on a 5% level (t > 1.96). 24% of
the total effect can be traced back to the mediation effect.
The same significant effect shows the Bootstrapping method
with a mediation effect of -0.27. Due to these results,
the hypothesis, that subjective complexity mediates the
influence of situation familiarity on time to action decision
is accepted.

3.4 The relation between Objective Complexity and
Subjective Complexity (H2.1)

Further, the impact of the objective complexity on the
subjective complexity is tested. In a first step, high vs. low
conditions are compared using a Mann-Whitney-U Test.
The result indicates a significant difference (p¡.05) between
the two groups (high and low complexity). To examine
objective complexity closer, the amount of relevant vehicles
in the traffic environment is manipulated in this study.
Hence, an evaluation of the amount of relevant vehicles
in the environment is carried out. Regression analysis is
conducted to evaluate the slope of the relation between
objective complexity, in terms of relevant vehicles in the
traffic environment and subjective complexity. The amount
of relevant vehicles for each scenario is described in
Section 2.4.2. Results of the regression show, that with a rise
in the amount of relevant vehicles in the traffic environment,
the subjective complexity rises (Fig. 5). This influence is
statistically highly significant and has a slope of β = 0.55
(p < .001). Twelve percent of variance in the subjective
complexity can be explained by the amount of relevant
vehicles in the traffic environment (R2 = .12, t (358) =
6.92, p < .001; Table 3). Looking closer at the sub-scales
(that should not be analyzed separately but give a good

Fig. 6 The mediation effect of
Subjective Complexity between
Situation Familiarity and Time
to Action Decision (significance
codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01
’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1; source: own
figure)
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Table 3 Results of linear regression analysis between the objective traffic complexity on the separate characteristics of subjective complexity
(significance codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1; source: own table).

Subjective Complexity Objective traffic complexity

β t(358) R2

Total 0.55 6.92 0.12 ***

Mental Demand 0.79 7.27 0.13 ***

Temporal Demand 0.88 7.72 0.14 ***

Physical Demand 0.27 3.92 0.04 ***

Performance 0.36 2.94 0.02 **

Effort 0.56 5.48 0.07 ***

Frustration 0.45 4.59 0.05 ***

understanding of how objective complexity influences the
subjective complexity), the following effects are found.
Effort, frustration, mental-, temporal- and physical demand
significantly increase with a rise of the amount of relevant
surrounding vehicles, while the subjective performance
significantly decreases (Table 3).

3.5 The relation between Objective Complexity and
the Time to Action Decision (H2.2)

For statistical evaluation the amount of relevant vehicles in
the environment is directly used here. Regression analysis
between objective complexity and the time to make an
action decision shows significant results. In Section 3.2 the
overall statistics for the time to action decision are described
(M = 6.74, SD = 3.99). Table 4 shows the statistical results
for the effect of each amount of relevant vehicles in the
traffic environment on the time (in seconds) until an action
decision is made. Although huge differences cannot be
found, the effect that the amount of relevant vehicles in the
environment has on the time to action decision is significant
on a .01 level (β = 0.3, R2 = .02, t (332) = 52.65, p <

.01). Thus, with a rise in relevant vehicles, also the time
until an action decision is made rises significantly (Fig. 5).
Two percent of the variance in time to action decision can

be explained by the amount of relevant vehicles in the
environment.

3.6 Subjective Complexity as Mediator between the
influence of Objective Complexity on the Time until
an Action Decision is made (H2.3)

For the objective traffic complexity it is tested whether the
subjective complexity has a mediating effect between objec-
tive complexity and time to action decision. The objective
complexity significantly influences both, subjective com-
plexity and time to action decision (Sections 3.4 and 3.5).
Also, subjective complexity has a significant impact on
time to action decision (Section 3.3). Based on this, it
is assumed that subjective complexity is a mediator vari-
able between objective complexity and the time to action
decision (Fig. 7). As in Section 3.3, Monte-Carlo Anal-
ysis, Sobel-Test and Bootstrapping are executed to test
whether a mediation effect exists. All three procedures show
significant effects. Sobel-Testing shows, that 63% of the
total effect can be traced back to the mediation effect and
the mediation effect is 0.19 for Sobel and Bootstrapping.
These results show, that subjective complexity mediates the
influence between objective complexity and time to action
decision.

Table 4 Action Decision Time statistics of participants in different conditions of objective complexity that is quantified as the amount of relevant
vehicles in the traffic environment

Relevant Vehicles Time to action decision

Min Median Mean Max SD

0 2.734 s 6.567 s 7.422 s 23.269 s 4.29

1 2.566 s 5.601 s 6.476 s 21.401 s 3.15

2 3.233 s 4.850 s 5.823 s 24.768 s 2.76

3 3.233 s 4.875 s 6.139 s 23.952 s 3.97

6 2.900 s 5.800 s 8.733 s 22.701 s 5.52

Depiction of minimum (Min), median, mean, maximum (Max) values and the standard deviation (SD; source: own table)
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Fig. 7 The mediation effect of
Subjective Complexity between
the amount of relevant vehicles
in the traffic environment and
Time to Action Decision
(significance codes: 0 ’***’
0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’
’ 1; source: own figure)

4 Discussion

The results show, that situation familiarity as well as the
amount of relevant vehicles in the traffic environment
have a significant impact on how demanding and complex
a situation is perceived. The amount of variance that
can be explained is 5% for situation familiarity and
12% for objective complexity. Similarly, both variables
have an influence on the time until an action decision
is made. Again, situation familiarity can explain 5%
of variance, objective complexity 2% of variance. With
highly significant results these two variables are influencing
parameters for both, subjective complexity and time to
action decision. Still, a lot of variance cannot be explained
by the described variables and differences in decision times
are marginal. Further parameters, that have an influence
on situation familiarity and/or time to action decision are
not yet investigated. In addition, the objective complexity
did only focus on the amount of relevant vehicles in the
traffic environment. Further objects in the surrounding
traffic (e.g. traffic signs, head-up display, notifications in
the interface) but also in the surrounding environment
(e.g. animals at the roadside, weather conditions) might
influence the subjective complexity as well. Individual
aspects like selective attention, vigilance, primary goal etc.
should be considered. Still, not all possible aspects that
might influence the subjective complexity are possible to
capture at once. The mediation effects, that have been
found in this paper point out a solution that bypasses
the necessity of capturing all of the possible influencing
factors. As subjective complexity is a mediator variable for
both, situation familiarity and objective complexity on the
time to action decision, information about the perceived
complexity of an individual can already serve as an indicator
for action decision times. This finding is highly important,
as it shows that measuring subjective complexity can be
a solution for elaborating times until an action decision
is made, predict those and adapt a cognitive assistance
system accordingly. The time of making an action decision

can be assumed to represent the time, when the situation
awareness is fully built up. To support the driver in take-over
situations, supplementary features such as gaze guidance or
increased decelerations are necessary [4]. By knowing how
the subjective complexity influences the process of building
up situation awareness, cognitive assistance systems can
be developed with respect to the individual perception of
complexity in certain situations. Thus, a cognitive assistant
could support an overstrained driver by reducing the
speed, handing over the driving task gradually and giving
maneuver indications. Braking, steering, lane keeping or
navigation tasks can successively be adapted based on the
individual drivers current state. A detailed representation of
the environment including every possible distraction is thus
not necessary. Especially in driving, different individuals
perceive and respond to cues in different ways which are
dependent on their current goal, their mood, vigilance etc..
By measuring subjective complexity of the individual, the
prediction of Action Decision Times is possible. These
predictions can extrapolate to the completion of building up
situation awareness. In this study, the NASA-TLX is used
to measure subjective complexity. In laboratory conditions
this is useful to gather detailed information about the
subjective complexity that a driver perceives. Still, in reality,
other measurement methods for subjective complexity are
necessary. A conceivable solution would be physiological
or eye tracking data to measure how complex a situation is
perceived. This field is still developing and more research is
necessary here. In future research it is relevant to investigate
the mediation effect further, replicate it and focus on useful
methods to measure the subjective complexity fast and
easily.

5 Conclusion

Results of this study provide a first understanding of the role
that different complexity aspects play during the takeover
in highly automated driving. It can be shown that subjective
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complexity, a highly individual variable, is very important
to consider when developing driver assistance systems. The
here presented mediation provides a first indication of an
easy solution to individualize cognitive assistance systems
without the need of capturing complex driver data. If a
measurement of subjective complexity of the individual
is possible, the adaption of assistance systems is already
possible. Future studies should focus on solid methods to
measure subjective complexity. Thus, individually adaptive
driver assistance systems can be developed that propose a
solution to induce smooth and safe transition to manual
driving.
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